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How to Know When Your
Construction Job
is a Success
by Ralph J. Stephenson, P.E., Consulting Engineer
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any inAuences determine the success of a facility
design and construction. Among these are:

·The validity of the defined project goals &
objea;ves.
.Thetype & amount of profit desired
·The excellence of the job plan and sequence
·The competence and disposition of the participants
·The kinds and inlensity of problems that are encountered

4. That the people involved at all levels of work on the job
have realized a financial, professional and technical profit
for themselves and their associates by being on the project.
5. That the project has been dosed out with little or no
residual polential for major operational or mainlenance
problems.
6. That the entire design and construction process has been
free of unresolved contested claims for any additional
money, additional time, damage pa)'ments, and there is no
polential for future financial c:lemands.

Any valid evaluation of progress success, or lack of itl must
include a method of measuring profit. Experience with many
different people, companies, organizations, commitlees, social
structures and other goal oriented groups indicale there are at
On any construction programl from concept to full usel there are least seven kinds of profit those participating can expect to
at least six major goals that must be metto achieve project success receive. Not all area part of any single individual's e.xpedations.
Alii howeverl are usually axpec:ted to be gained through the total
for all.
project effort.
BrieRyl the goals are:
The seven profits are:
Financial· an improvement in a money position.
1. That the facility program and the facility design have met
.5gcigf
a gratifying experience contributing to
the needsl desires and wishes of the ownerI userl the design
society's
well being.
ers, and the constructors.
Self actualization· a gain in personal non financial
satisfaction by contributing work.BeE Engineering Inc
2. That the ~ning, design and construction work on the
Value system· a reward gained by application of
project has
accomplished within the time and cost
values in which one believes.
structure required and desired.
Technical· an acquisition of technical skill or
technical data of value.
3. That all relationships on the project have been maintained
Enjayment • a personal enjoyment of a situation
at a high technical and professionallevell and have proven
gained
from involvement in it.
rewarding for those afFected.
Educational· a learning made possible by efforts
Once ownersl planners, designers and builders recognize the
nature and importance of these factors, a major success step is
already taken.
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exerted in any given situation
A homely example of different pr06t types and how th4!Y can
contribule to the potential for project success may clarity the
importance of understanding pr06t motives.

made a profit.
The tax payer • the 6nancier and user of the facility
After all is said and done, the real pr06t goal to
consider, is that of the public. What they want is
a facility that meets their needs. They want to
have a rest stop that was worth their hard earned
tax payments. This is their proht on that hard
work.

Visualize a state park rest atop being bui~ by the Michigan
Department of Transportation (MOOT) as a tourist center and
showplace for the beauties of the state and nearby areas. The
general contract has been awarded to the low bidder on a As you can see, the proht drive ranges from a pure and simple
competitively bid hard, money proposal.
desire to make money to having fun on a vacation. Your job,
whatever role you play, is to help insure everyone involved makes
Some of those involved in the project include:
the pr06tthey desire. When this happens you will probably have
built a successful rest stop.
The general contractor· The general contractor's
So far we have considered the end results by which a successful
goal is to do a good job within the contract scope
and make a 6nancial pr06t. They also wish to use
project may be identi6ed. This is not totally adequale in a how
this small project to train a new superintendent
to discussion of success. The process of achieving success itself
must be clearly de6ned so guidelines to success are visible each
and project manager to work profitably. Both are
important to the contractor.
step of the way.
MOOT's resident inspector· The owner's repre
sentative wants to add a good project to his or her
professional record. The inspector's goal is to get
the best quality work, in the time specified, and
with no additional cost. Then MOOT and the inspector
are profitable.
DNR's technical monitoring known contamination
abatement· This regulatory employee is primarily
concerned with protecting the health, safely and
welfare of the public as affected by the environment.
When this is achieved the DNR and the employee have
made a pro6t.
The architect &enrineer of record· They want a
good looking, wei functioning facility that they
have designed within their fee and abilities. Their
profit is the fee and the satisfaction of a good
design.
Your subcontractors and vendors·
This group looks to the general
contract tor to help them make a
financial pro6t by your skills and
leadership. They also want to con
struct a project they are proud of
and can show off as an example of
their skill. When this happens
they are profitable.
Bureau of Tourist Affairl' These
are the operators who use the rest
stop space to convince the public that Michigan is the place
to visit. They want to do this in a pleasant, safe and well
designed space. When the tourist public likes what the
Bureau is selling, both the tourist staff and the public have
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Some well recognized authorities say that there are nine major
steps to Follow in successful design construction. How well you
do them determine how successful you will be.
The steps are:
1. Conceive the basic project· Visualize and state the
fundamental nature of the proposed project, what
purpose it is to serve, and its base characteristics.
2. Prepare the project program· Set down the physical
charac:leristics of the total project in written and
graphic form to clearly define the facility conceived.
3. Articulate the program for approval· Merge the
concept, and the program into written and graphic
construction language which can be understood and ap
proved by the ultimale decision makers For full design.
4. Approve the project • Release the
concept and the
program so the full design and construction process can be started.
5. Design the project • Prepare full
contract documents For construction
use.
6. Construct the prolect . Award and
build the project ready for turnover to
the owner or end user.
7. Turn over the project - Release the constructed project to
the owner or end
user with full documentation
needed to operate and maintain
the completed environment.
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8. Operate the project - Tak.
over, nm in, and make the
new facility fully operational.
9. Maintain the project - Keep
the new facility in proper operat
ing condition.
Noteth. r.ponsibilityforac:ting crosses
backandforth belweenlb.owner, lb. end user, th.designer,
lb. builder and the operator of lb. facility. It is the eff8c:tiv.
passing of the relay baton to each party in turn that keeps lb.
process working well. The process should be functionally
seamless I

And naJCt· A r.w words of warning.

w.

have examined end measures of success and have
looked at the generic process of achieving project success.
Now let us consider some of the disruptive forces that
diminish the probability of project success.
There are many types and kinds of design and construction
problems. However the ones that have been most disruptive
to project success are those attracting extensive involvement
of outside non liable third parties. These are the individuals
who profit through out difficulties.
Th. most troublesome issues are those that involve the
common contested claim. Dozens of different things can go
wrong in design and construction that might generate serious
conRict and result in a contested claim. However ten of these
seem to be the most frequent in our profession.

5. Differing site condition - A
situation in which lb.
actual conditions at lb. site of a
project differs from those
represented on lb. contract docu
ments, or from reasonabl. expecta
tions of a site in Ibat area.

6. Directed change - A legiHmate
change within the contract scope
for which the owner is obligated 10 pay.

7. Impossibility of performance - A
situation in w~ich it is impossible 10 carry out
the work within Ibe contract requirements.
8. Maladministration· The interference of
one contract party with another contract
party's rights, that prevents the latter party
from enjoying the benefits of least cost
performance within the contract provi
sions.

9. Superior knowledge· The withholding
of knowledge by one party of a contract
from another party to Ibe contract during
the pre contract period, and that, subse
quent 10 contract execution, adversely of
fects Ibe second par1y's construction op
erations in matters of importance.
10. Termination - Dismissal ofa party 10
the project contract for convenience or
default.

They are:
1. Constructive acceleration • An action by a party
to the contract that forces more work 10 be done
with no time extension, or the same amount of
work 10 be done in a shorter time.

Each of these potentially disruptive actions has
professionally generated solutions. The action becomes potentially dangerous and corrosive mainly
when it is submitted to binding decision soluHons by
those outside our profession.

2. Constructive change· An action or inaction by
a party 10 the contract that has the same effect as a
wriHen order.

Thus a successful project is on. that has been kept
free, not necessarily of conAict, but of damaging
conRict.

3. Defective or deficient contract documents •
Contract documents which do not adequately portray
the true contract scope.

Project success starts with honest people, behaving
ethicolly with a high degree of competence. Project
success further r:equires them to understand the
profit needs and demands of all involved in the
project, and 10 help achi...e a profit for all. Project
success next f'!ICluires these honest, competent, elhical leaders 10 fully understand the best sequ.nces to

4. Delay. A situation, beyond the control and nat the
fauk of a contract party, that causes a delay 10 the
project.
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be followed in competently managing a projec:t. And finally, projec:t suc:cess
demands we reduc:e meaningless conRid to a minimum, and spend the time
wasted in such contest to improve resolution skills among ourselves.

CORROSION PROTECnON
Complete corrosion engineering services
for all buried or submerged metal struc·
tures including:
•

underground storage tanks

•
•
•

pipelines
waterworks equipment
steel reinforced concrete structures

We need to be suc:cessful more often. Irs up to youl

NACE accfedlled corrosion speCialists
app/yl/lg comp%~~f technology /0
C(JIfOSlon ellgl/lfJfJflJlg
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CORRPRO Companies, Inc.
Corrosion Engineering, Inc.

V PSG

Hl(lS MIIII",1 B, ..lrl"'1l • Delrol!. MI 48226
3131962 5272
FAX 3131962 5633
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Ralph J. Stephen$Ol1, P.E is an engineering consu/tantwho has a diversifiec:J badcgrounel in lanel
planning, feci/iti. location, builcling clesign,
and constrvction. Sinc:e 1952, Mr. Stephenson
has been involvecJ at micJcJle anel upper management levels in the planning, programming, i:Je.
sign, constrvction, and operation of several
billion dollars worth of construction relatec:l
projec:ls. His broad experienc:ehas given him an
unc:/erstanding of the nature of small, mec:Jium,
anellarge size companies, and of the neecI to
solve their management problems Ihrough creative, systematic, and worIc·

able approaches.

You'AI a Professional

••••You Deserw the Best
Advertisina in the Michigan Professional
Engineer lets you show your axc:ellent
p"oduds and services to a wide,
rec:eptive audienc:e. Let us sive you
some infonnation about advertising
here. Give us a coil at (517] .487·9388
When you advertise, you advertise to
the best.

• Buried tanks
• Large indoor storage
• Uncoordinated
systems
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• Aboveground. double wall tanks
• Small indoor storage; ready access
to large bulk storage
• Complete. coordinated system.
job-engineered
• Single-source responsibility
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RalphJ. Stephenson, P. E., P. C.
Consulting Engineer
April 4, 1993

Nancy Carpenter
Executive Secretary I Editor
Michigan Professional Engineer
215 N. Walnut Street
P. O. Box 15276
Lansing, Michigan 48901-0635
Dear Ms. Carpenter:
Re:

Construction article for MPE May/Tune issue

Enclosed is the article on construction you and Mr. Kolb requested me to write. Also
enclosed is a short biography and a picture for your files.
The article contains about 1800 words and may be a bit lengthy for your purposes.
Please feel free to edit it as you desire.
Thank you for the opportunity to express some ideas I feel are important and that
might be of help to our members in the construction industry.
If you have any questions please calL

Sincerely yours,

Ralph J. Stephenson, P. E.

..

.•
RalphJ. Stephenson, P. E., P. C.
Consulting Engineer
April 4, 1993

ARTllCLlB lFOR MRCHRGAN lPROlFIBSSRONAL lBNGRNlBlBR
HOW TO KNOW WHEN YOUR CONSTRUCTION PROTECT IS A SUCCESS!

• Hallmarks of a good design and construction job
Hallmark - An indication of quality or excellence -- a mark placed on an article to
indicate purity and quality"
II

Many influences determine the success of a facility design and construction. Among
these are:
•
•
•
•
•

The validity of the defined project goals & objectives.
The type & amount of profit desired.
The excellence of the job plan and sequence
The competence and disposition of the participants.
The kinds and intensity of problems that are encountered.

Once owners, planners, designers and builders recognize the nature and importance
of these factors a major success step is already taken
On any construction program, from concept to full use, there are at least six major
goals that must be met to achieve project success for all.
Briefly, the goals are:
1. That the facility program and the facility design have met the needs, desires and
wishes of the owner/user, the designers, and the constructors.

2. That the planning, design and construction work on the project has been
accomplished within the time and cost structure required and desired.
3. That all relationships on the project have been maintained at a high technical
and professional level, and have proven rewarding for those affected.
4. That the people involved at all levels of work on the job have realized a
financial, professional and technical profit for themselves and their associates by
being on the project.
1
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5. That the project has been closed out with little or no residual potential for major
operational or maintenance problems.
6. That the entire design and construction process has been free of unresolved
contested claims for additional money, additional time, damage payments, and there
is no potential for future financial demands.

Any valid evaluation of progress success, or lack of it, must include a method of
measuring profit. Experience with many different people, companies, organizations,
committees, social structures and other goal oriented groups indicate there are at
least seven kinds of profit those participating can expect to receive. Not all are a part
of any single individual's expectations. All, however, are usually expected to be
gained through the total project effort.
The seven profits are:
1. Financial- an improvement in a money position.

2. Social- a gratifying experience contributing to society's well being.
3. Self actualization - a gain in personal non financial satisfaction by contributive
work.
4. Value system- a reward gained by application of values in which one believes.
5. Technical- an acquisition of technical skill or technical data of value.
6. Enjoyment - a personal enjoyment of a situation gained from involvement in it.
7. Educational- a learning made possible by efforts exerted in any given situation.

A homely example of different profit types and how they can contribute to the
2
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potential for project success may clarify the importance of understanding profit
motives.
Visualize a state park rest stop being built by the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) as a tourist center and showplace for the beauties of the state
and nearby areas. The general contract has been awarded to the low bidder on a
competitively bid hard, money proposal.
Some of those involved in the project include:
• The general contractor - The general contractor's goal is to do a good job within
the contract scope and make a financial profit. They also wish to use this small
project to train a new superintendent and project manager to work profitably.
Both are important to the contractor.
• MDOT's resident inspector - The owners representative wants to add a good
project to his or her professional record. The inspector's goal is to get the best
quality work, in the time specified, and with no additional cost. Then MDOT and
the inspector are profitable.
• DNR's technician monitoring known contamination abatement - This
regulatory employee is primarily concerned with protecting the health, safety
and welfare of the public as affected by the environment. When this is achieved
the DNR and the employee have made a profit.
• The architect & engineer of record - They want a good looking, well
functioning facility that they have designed within their fee and abilities.
Their profit is the fee and the satisfaction of a good design.
• Your subcontractors and vendors - This group looks to the general contractor to
help them make a financial profit by your skills and leadership. They also want
to construct a project they are proud of and can show off as an example of their
skill. When this happens they are profitable.
• Bureau of Tourist Affairs - These are the operators who use the rest stop space
to convince the public that Michigan is the place to visit. They want to do this in
a pleasant, safe and well designed space. When the tourist public likes what the
Bureau is selling, both the tourist staff and the public have made a profit.
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• The tax payer - the financier and user of the facility - After all is said and done,
the real profit goal to consider is that of the public. What they want is a facility
that meets their needs. They want to have a rest stop that was worth their hard
earned tax payments. This is their profit on that hard work.
So - you can see that the profit drive ranges from a pure and simple desire to make
money to having fun on a vacation. Your job, whatever role you play, is to help
insure everyone involved makes a the profit they desire. When this happens you
will probably have built a successful rest stop.

So far we have considered the end results by which a successful project may be
identified. This is not totally adequate in a how to discussion of success. The process
of achieving success itself must be clearly defined so guidelines to success are visible
each step of the way.
Some well recognized authorities say that there are nine major steps to follow in
successful design & construction. How well you do them determine how successful
you will be.
The steps are:
1. Conceive the basic project - Visualize and state the fundamental nature of the
proposed project, what purpose it is to serve, and its base characteristics.

2. Prepare the project program - Set down the physical characteristics of the total
project in written and graphic form to clearly define the facility conceived.
3. Articulate the program for approval- Merge the concept, and the program
into written and graphic construction language which can be understood and
approved by the ultimate decision makers for full design.
4. Approve the project - Release the concept and the program so the full design
and construction process can be started.
5. Design the project - Prepare full contract documents for construction use.
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6. Construct the project - Award and build the project ready for turnover to the
owner or end user.
7. Turn over the project - Release the constructed project to the owner or end
user with full documentation needed to operated and maintain the completed
environment.
8. Operate the project - Take over, run in, and make the new facility fully
operational.
9. Maintain the project - Keep the new facility in proper operating condition.
Note that the responsibility for acting crosses back and forth between the owner, the
end user, the designer, the builder and the operator of the facility. It is the effective
passing of the relay baton to each party in turn that keeps the process working well.
The process should be functionally seamless!

And next - a few words of warning.
We have examined end measures of success and have looked at the generic process
of achieving project success. Now let us consider some of the disruptive forces that
diminish the probability of project success.
There are many types and kinds of design and construction problems. However the
ones that have been most disruptive to project success are those attracting extensive
involvement of outside non liable third parties. These are the individuals who
profit through our seeming inability as design and construction professionals to
resolve damaging issues.
The most troublesome issues are those that involve the common contested claim.
Dozens of different things can go wrong in design and construction that might
generate serious conflict and result in a contested claim. However ten of these seem
to be the most frequent in our profession.
They are:
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1. Constructive acceleration - An action by a party to the contract that forces
more work to be done with no time extension, or the same amount of work to be
done in a shorter period of time.

2. Constructive change - An action or inaction by a party to the contract that has
the same effect as a written order.
3. Defective or deficient contract documents - Contract documents which do not
adequately portray the true contract scope.
4. Delay - A situation, beyond the control and not the fault of a contract party,
that causes a delay to the project
5. Differing site condition - A situation in which the actual conditions at the
site of a project differs from those represented on the contract documents, or
from reasonable expectations of a site in that area.
6. Directed change - A legitimate change within the contract scope for which the
owner is obligated to pay.
7. Impossibility of performance - A situation in which it is impossible to carry
out the work within the contract requirements.
8. Maladministration - The interference of one contract party with another
contract party's rights, that prevents the latter party from enjoying the benefits of
least cost performance within the contract provisions.
9. Superior knowledge - The withholding of knowledge by one party to a
contract from another party to the contract during the pre contract period, and
that, subsequent to contract execution, adversely affects the second party's
construction operations in matters of importance.
10. Termination - Dismissal of a party to the project contract for convenience or
default.
Each of these potentially disruptive actions has professionally generated solutions.
The action becomes potentially dangerous and corrosive mainly when it is
submitted to binding decision solutions by those outside our profession.
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Thus a successful project is also one that has been kept free, not necessarily of
conflict, but of damaging conflict.
• Project success starts with honest people, behaving ethically with a high degree of
competence.
• Project success further requires them to understand the profit needs and demands
of all involved in the project, and to help achieve a profi t for all.
• Project success next requires these honest, competent, ethical leaders to fully
understand the best sequences to be followed in competently managing a project.
• And finally, project success demands we reduce meaningless conflict to a
minimum and spend the time wasted in such contests to improve resolution skills
among ourselves.
We need to be successful more often. It's up to you!
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